Necessary and su cient conditions are formulated for checking robust stability of an uncertain polynomial matrix. Various stability regions and uncertainty models are handled in a uni ed way. The conditions, stemming from a general optimization methodology similar to the one used in -analysis, are expressed as a rank-one LMI, a non-convex problem frequently arising in robust control. Convex relaxations of the problem yield tractable su cient LMI conditions for robust stability of uncertain polynomial matrices.
Introduction
Polynomial matrices play a central role in modern systems theory. Algebraic methods such as the polynomial approach 20] or the behavioral approach 28] heavily rely upon polynomial matrices. Dynamics of many systems (e.g. lightly damped structures such as oil derricks or regional power system models, see 19] and references therein) are most naturally represented by polynomial matrices and polynomial matrix fraction descriptions. Unsurprisingly, fundamental system features are captured by properties of polynomial matrices. For example, the zeros 1 of the denominator polynomial matrix in a matrix fraction description characterize system dynamics and performance. Satisfactory transient time response can be ensured as soon as the zeros are located in some speci c region of the complex plane.
An important issue in control is to assess to what extent stability and performance of a system can be guaranteed in face of uncertainty or variation of the system parameters.
A lot of research e orts has been recently devoted to the investigation of this problem, which has been coined out as the robust stability analysis problem, see e.g. the textbooks 2, 3, 29] and references therein. Quite naturally, the problem of checking robust stability of uncertain linear systems amounts to checking robust stability of uncertain polynomial matrices.
A very few works have been devoted so far to the study of robust stability of polynomial matrices, probably because the problem is particularly di cult to solve in its most general form. For example, it was proved that checking robust stability of a polytope of polynomial matrices (the so-called polytopic uncertainty model, see e.g. 2]) is an NP-hard problem even in the simple case that all vertex matrices are of degree zero (i.e. when they do not depend in the indeterminate) 4]. NP-hardness roughly means that it is very unlikely to nd an algorithm that solves the problem in a time which is a polynomial function of the problem dimensions. These negative results have naturally led to the development of conservative, yet tractable, polynomial-time conditions for checking robust stability. One possibility is to strengthen the standard notions of stability and allowable uncertainty model 19] . Another possibility is to pursue the so-called quadratic stability approach in the context of Lyapunov theory 11, 2] . It paved the way for the development of e cient polynomial-time stability tests based on optimization over linear matrix inequalities (LMIs, see 5]). Such stability tests are based on su cient stability conditions. That is to say, they may guarantee robust stability at the price of a certain amount of conservatism which is di cult to evaluate. Preliminary results on the application of LMI techniques to the study of robust stability of polytopes of polynomial matrices are reported in 18].
In view of this unsatisfactory state of the art, the paper is precisely an attempt to overcome the lack of su ciently general methods for assessing robust stability of uncertain polynomial matrices. As an extension of the results presented in 18], we provide sucient but also necessary robust stability conditions. Our approach is su ciently general to handle in a uni ed way a fairly large number of uncertainty models and stability regions. The basic idea behind our approach can be found in 9] and can be traced back to -analysis 10, 21] . It has been used recently to assess D-stability of polynomial matrices 16] and stability of 2-D polynomial matrices 17]. The stability problem is rst expressed as a quadratic optimization problem. Then, several techniques are used to come up with a standard form of the problem. The necessary and su cient robust stability conditions are expressed as a rank-one LMI problem, a non-convex optimization problem frequently arising in robust control problems, see 15] and references therein. Convex relaxations of this non-convex rank-one LMI problem yield possibly conservative but tractable LMI conditions for robust stability.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we state the problem to be solved. Then we introduce the stability regions (Section 3) and uncertainty models (Section 4) considered in the paper. In Section 5 we derive a rank-one LMI formulation of the problem. An illustrative example is proposed in Section 6. Note that some care must be taken with zeros at in nity when dealing with open stability regions such as the disk complement or the left half-plane, see 16 , x3] for details.
Uncertainty Models
In this section, we describe the class of allowable uncertainties studied in the paper.
We consider that uncertainty has a block-diagonal structure, a standard assumption made in the robust control literature, i.e. Using the same formalism, we can also cope with positive-real uncertainties, sectorbounded uncertainties or -bounded uncertainties 13, 26, 12] . We can also enforce the uncertain parameters to be purely real (using a technique similar to that exposed in 10]) but this is not exposed here for simplicity.
5 Rank-one LMI Formulation of the Problem
Following these preliminaries, we can now derive a rank-one LMI formulation of a necessary and su cient condition for robust stability of a polynomial matrix.
Our approach is twofold. First in Paragraph 5.1 we show that checking robust stability amounts to solving a quadratic optimization problem. Second, the LFR of A(s; ) is used in Paragraph 5.2 to take advantage of the special quadratic structure of the optimization problem and to derive an LMI formulation where all the non-convexity is concentrated into the constraint that a matrix has rank one. Convex primal and dual LMI relaxations are then proposed in Paragraph 5.3 and 5.4 respectively.
Quadratic Optimization Problem
Recall from the problem statement in Section 2 that robust stability of uncertain polyno- 
is strictly positive.
Rank-one LMI Problem
Now we show that solving quadratic optimization problem (3) amounts to solving a rankone LMI optimization problem.
In relation with the LFR (2) 
For any sub-vectors p i ; q i in p; q, it follows from the block-diagonal structure of s that p i = i q i : In relation to the above linear maps, equation (5) and rank-one matrix (6), we can state the following central result. ; an alternative formulation of problem (3) 
Problem (8) is an LMI optimization problem with a non-convex rank constraint. It must be pointed out that rank-constrained LMIs frequently arise in control problems but also in mathematical programming and combinatorial optimization, see 15] for a recent overview. We have shown the main result of this paper. 
Primal LMI Relaxation
A convex primal LMI relaxation can readily be derived for non-convex rank-constrained LMI problem (8) . As a result, we obtain a su cient condition of robust D-stability of polynomial matrix A(s; ).
Consider the following convex relaxation of rank-one LMI problem (8) = min TraceA ? AX s.t. F(X) 0 X = X ? 0 Trace I n 0 0 0 X = 1 (9) where the non-convex rank constraint has been dropped. Since the feasible set of problem (8) is included in the feasible set of problem (9), > 0 in problem (9) obviously implies > 0 in problem (8) . This is captured in the following corollary to Theorem 
Dual LMI Relaxation
Now we propose a convex dual LMI relaxation for non-convex rank-constrained LMI problem (8) . and note that as soon as the above problem is feasible, it holds TraceA ? AX > TraceF D (P)X = TraceF(X)P for any matrix X = X ? 0. Since the above inequality is also valid for any rank-one matrix X, it follows that > 0 in problem (8) .
Using standard semi-de nite programming duality arguments 27] it can be shown that LMI feasibility problem (10) is actually dual to relaxed LMI problem (9) . Now if N denotes a matrix whose columns span the right null-space of A, it follows from the Elim- Necessary robust stability conditions may also be obtained, using geometric properties of the intersection of ellipsoids 15]. The gap between necessity and su ciency of the LMI conditions can be narrowed thanks to recent results on the full-block S-procedure 24] and quadratic separators 14, 22] . Rank-one LMI problems are special kinds of non-convex optimization problems for which tailored global optimization algorithms have recently been designed 1]. Quite e cient local optimization algorithms based on successive linearizations can also be used 7], but without guarantee of convergence to the global optimum. The LFR used to represent the uncertain polynomial matrix is not necessarily minimal, thus problem dimensions in the LMIs can be decreased via any (sub-optimal) LFR reduction procedure (see 16, 17] for an example of such a procedure). Numerical aspects of solving the LMI conditions must also be carefully checked.
Intensive numerical experiments are currently performed and will result in several new macros to be implemented in the next release 3.0 of the Polynomial Toolbox for Matlab, see 23] . Another interesting extension could eventually be to consider robust synthesis problems and Diophantine equations over polynomial matrices 20] .
